Effect of sexual dimorphism and averageness on the judgment of facial attractiveness was investigated. Participants (n = 114) rated attractiveness of 96 facial photographs with neutral expressions. Principal component analyses were conducted on 80 facial feature points standardized via the generalized Procrustes method. Local regression analysis was used to obtain the distribution of attractiveness evaluations for the first two principal components. The distribution of facial attractiveness of each sex was approximately line-symmetrical, and each axis of the symmetry passed through average male and female faces. These results suggest that sexual dimorphism and averageness independently influence facial attractiveness.
Introduction
Human faces play an important role in social interaction. Faces transmit a great variety of information, such as information regarding the species, sex, individual identity, and emotions. Characteristics of the facial shape are constituted by a large number of variables and facial attractiveness is evaluated by assessing these multidimensional variables. A number of studies have investigated how facial attractiveness is influenced by the facial characteristics. These studies have identified the decisive factors in the evaluation of facial attractiveness.
Averageness, or the degree of resemblance to the majority of faces within a given population, has been proposed as the most important factor in determining facial attractiveness. Galton's (1878) claim that photos of superimposed faces are more attractive than those of individual faces has been repeatedly supported by experimental evidence. Langlois and Roggman (1990) used computer-generated faces to construct a composite face by adding and dividing the pixel value of a digital photo of a face that was aligned and adjusted for size by matching the location of the pupils. They found that composite faces were evaluated as more attractive than the component faces from which they were made up. In recent years, new methods have been used in attractiveness research, including morphing (e.g. Benson & Perrett, 1993; Little & Hancock, 2002) , and anti-caricaturization in line drawings (Rhodes & Tremewan, 1996) using shapes and locations of anatomical features of faces. In computer morphing procedures, facial images are combined based on the arithmetic average of feature-point locations to create average faces. Similarly, anti-caricaturization technique uses the feature-point locations to move a face closer to the average of the population. Studies using these techniques have confirmed the effect of averageness on the attractiveness of faces.
However, a number of other studies have suggested that average faces are not necessarily more attractive (e.g., Alley & Cunningham, 1991) . Perrett, May, and Yoshikawa (1994) demonstrated that a composite face composed of only very attractive faces was more attractive than a general composite face, offering evidence against the hypothesis that the average face is the most attractive one. Furthermore, Perrett et al. (1998) morphed faces along the masculine-feminine dimension and revealed that female faces that are more feminine than the average are also more attractive. The positive effect of feminized features on the attractiveness of female faces has also been shown in studies measuring facial features of photographs (Cunningham, 1986; Jones & Hill, 1993) , as well as research manipulating facial features (Rhodes, Hickford, & Jeffery, 2000) . Physical difference along the male-female dimension is termed sexual dimorphism. Sexual dimorphic features of the human face reflect the masculinization or feminization caused by secondary sexual characteristics. These findings suggest a link between sexual dimorphism and attractiveness in adult female faces.
It has also been suggested that sexual dimorphic features influence attractiveness in males as well. However, a consensus has not yet been reached. Johnston, Hagel, Franklin, Fink, and Grammer (2001) reported that male faces that women selected as attractive were more masculine than the average male face. Other research has also reported that masculinization increases the attractiveness of males (Cunningham, Barbee, & Pike, 1990; Grammer & Thornhill, 1994; Scheib, Gangestad, & Thornhill, 1999) . However, many other studies have shown that male faces more feminine than the average are preferred (Little & Hancock, 2002; Little, Jones, PentonVoak, Burt, & Perrett, 2002; Perrett et al., 1998; Rhodes et al., 2000) . These results suggest the possibility of multiple motives (not only are good genes desirable, but a cooperative partner is as well) behind attractiveness evaluations (Cunningham et al., 1990; Penton-Voak et al., 1999) . For example, research by Perrett et al. (1998) has shown that both males and females agree that a slightly feminized face shape is more attractive than an average male face shape. At the same time, increasing masculinity was found to decrease perceptions of cooperation, honesty, and parental ability, whereas feminization increased the attribution of these traits. Therefore, there is a need to further to clarify the variables used in evaluating attractiveness.
Influence of the extremes of sexual dimorphic features on attractiveness seems, at first glance, to disagree with the averageness hypothesis discussed above. However, there is some evidence suggesting that these two ideas are not inconsistent with each other. O'Toole et al. (1998) found that evaluations of masculinity and recognizability (the opposite of averageness) exert independent influences on male attractiveness. In addition, Little and Hancock (2002) concluded that faces more feminine than the average and more masculine than the average are equally distinctive. They suggested that averageness and the dimensions of masculinity and femininity are different components. Moreover, Enquist, Ghirlanda, Lundqvist, and Wachtmeister (2002) proposed a two-dimensional decision model based on the female-male dimension and the independent dimension of averageness in order to explain the relationship between averageness and sexual dimorphism. Their model predicts that averages faces are more attractive than most faces, and that faces that are more attractive than average faces are closer to the average face and more distant to the average face of the opposite sex.
On the other hand, studies by O'Toole et al. (1998) and Little and Hancock (2002) on the interaction of averageness and sexual dimorphism in judging attractiveness defines averageness and/or masculinity/femininity based on subjective evaluations. The interaction between morphological averageness and morphological sexual dimorphism has not been investigated to date, possibly because investigating the independent effects of averageness and sexual dimorphism on the basis of information regarding facial shape remains difficult by using conventional methods.
Previous studies of facial attractiveness have mainly relied on two techniques. The first is a method that uses digitally blended composite faces created by photographic superimposing techniques, morphing techniques or line drawings to manipulate the averageness of faces. The effects of averageness are verified by comparing the attractiveness of a composite face with that of either the component faces, or the composite face of a smaller number of component faces. Thus, using these techniques, it is difficult to examine the interaction between the effect of sexual dimorphism and averageness.
The other method is a measurement-based technique examining the relationship between the measured data of individual faces and evaluated attractiveness of individual faces (e.g., Cunningham, 1986) . Measurement-based techniques treat parameters of facial elements: eyes, nose, and chin, among others; and/or their geometric relationships: distances, angles, and area, among others; as categorical variables (nominal scale) (Bladshaw, 1969) or ratio data of the distance between feature points (Cunningham, 1986 (Cunningham, , 1990 Gunes & Piccardi, 2006; Swaddle & Reierson, 2002) . With these techniques, it is possible to simultaneously examine the influence of both averageness, and sexual dimorphism, on the attractiveness. However, there are problems in applying multivariate analysis to categorical data. There is also some controversy (James & McCulloch, 1990 ) about the statistical validity of using the ratio of two normally distributed variables.
Although, it has been suggested that averageness and sexual dimorphism determine facial attractiveness, most studies to date have focused only on one or the other of these two factors, and as a result, the interaction between them remains to be clarified. The two-dimensional decision model proposed by Enquist et al. (2002) facilitates the possible integration of these two factors. Moreover, the findings of O' Toole et al. (1998) and Little and Hancock (2002) are congruent with this model. However, in their experiments, averageness and sexual dimorphism (masculinity/ femininity) were defined on the basis of subjective evaluations, and as a result, the interaction between morphological averageness and morphological sexual dimorphism was not clarified. In addition, traditional methods, such as composite facial images, morphing techniques, and measurement-based techniques, are inadequate for assessing the effect of these two factors. The present study aimed to solve these difficulties by using geometric morphometrics (Bookstein, 1991; Dryden & Mardia, 1998; Marcus, Corti, Loy, Naylor, & Slice, 1996) to assess the interaction between averageness and sexual dimorphism in facial attractiveness.
Geometric morphometrics have been used to analyze shapes of ancient fossilized remains and recently have been applied to researches on the human face (e.g., Fink et al., 2005) . Geometric morphometrics converts shapes into normally distributed values that can be statistically analyzed. It also facilitates building mathematical models of the facial shape space. Valenzano, Mennucci, Tartarelli, and Cellerino (2006) used geometric morphometrics to examine the relationship between facial characteristics and facial attractiveness. They estimated morphological averageness and masculinity/femininity of each facial profile and demonstrated that both had an effect on the evaluation of facial attractiveness. Furthermore, they performed principal component analysis (PCA) on facial shapes. With geometric morphometrics and PCA, it is possible to project faces varying along many dimensions into fewer dimensions. They found that the 9th principal component correlated robustly with attractiveness, independently of sexual dimorphism. This study suggests that the combination of geometric morphometrics and PCA is an effective method to analyze facial shapes.
We examined the relationship between the facial shape space and perceived attractiveness using geometric morphometrics, PCA and local regression analysis to comprehensively investigate how averageness and sexual dimorphism influence attractiveness. Furthermore, the meaning of subjective ratings of facial attractiveness was clearly defined in our study. This is important because of the possibility that the inconsistent findings on the effect of averageness and sexual dimorphism in previous studies were caused by differences in the definition of facial attractiveness (Cunningham et al., 1990; Penton-Voak et al., 1999) .
Computational analysis of facial images

Facial shape measurement
Students of Osaka University (n = 96; 48 men and 48 women; aged 18-26 years, mean age, 20.88, SD = 1.70) provided the facial images used in this study. A neutral expression of each face was captured using a digital camera (240 pixels in width Â 300 pixels in height). The foreheads of the models were exposed using a headband, after removing accessories such as eyeglasses.
Eighty facial feature points were selected based on a previous study (Kamachi et al., 2001) . They consisted of morphological and/or functional points such as the pupils, contours of the eyes, eyebrows, the nose, and the mouth, among others (Fig. 1) . The feature points were visually measured from each of the 96 photographs up to the precision of one pixel by using a program written by the authors using Microsoft Visual Basic .NET.
Generalized procrustes analysis
The 80 feature points in the two-dimensional plane were represented as 2 Â 80 dimensional data. Since the location, size, and the orientation of the faces were different, the distribution of each feature point was also quite different (Fig. 2a) , and therefore, multivariate analysis could not be applied to the raw data without standardization. For the standardization of location and size, we used the centroid size (Bookstein, 1991) . In this technique, the centroid of each shape is computed and assigned to the center (0, 0). Centroid size is the sum of the squared distance from the centroid to each feature point. Size standardization was performed by equalizing centroid sizes between samples. In order to align the orientation by rotation, we used the ''Generalized Procrustes (GP) method" (Dryden & Mardia, 1998) . GP minimizes the sum of the squared distances among corresponding feature points between samples. The 80 measured facial points were computed by size standardization and GP analysis, without regard to the sex of the face (Fig. 2b) . The ''Shapes" package written by Dryden and Mardia (1998) , which runs on R statistical analysis environment, was used for the computation of GP analysis.
Application of principal component analysis for facial feature points
Facial shapes are distributed on 160-dimensional space. In order to reduce the dimensions, principal component analysis (PCA) was performed separately for male and female facial data. Results indicated that the contributions of the first two principal components (PCs) were relatively large for both male and female faces (male: PC1, 29.3%, PC2, 14.1%; female: PC1, 22.8%, PC2, 12.4%). The PC scores of each sex, up to the second PC, were also calculated.
Assessment of attractiveness
The relationship between facial shape space and the attractiveness was analyzed using the following procedure.
3.1. Method 3.1.1. Participants Participants (n = 114; aged 18-68: 56 men, mean age = 38.53, SD = 18.03: and 58 women, mean age, 37.80, SD = 17.77) were selected from an access panel of a market research company (Ipsos JSR Co., Ltd.).
Stimuli
The same 96 facial images used in the computational analysis were used in the assessment. The color facial images were converted into 256 grey-scale images. The background, as well as hair and ears were replaced by monotonic white. These images were scaled to a standard inter-pupil distance of 80 pixels, and rotated so that the eyes were horizontally aligned. Each facial image was printed on a sheet of paper, within a frame that was 6.4 cm (240 pixels) in width Â 8.0 cm (300 pixels) in height. Each set of stimuli was made by randomly selecting 24 male and 24 female images, such that each set was different from others.
Procedure
The 48 images described above were divided into two blocks according to the sex. The order of the two blocks was counterbalanced across the participants, and in each block, the presentation order of the 24 faces was randomized. One set of 48 sheets was provided to each participant and they were told that the purpose of the study was to rate the attractiveness of facial shapes. They were instructed to respond according to their first impressions of the images, i.e., without contemplating their responses. The participants turned over and looked at all the sheets and checked all the faces prior to evaluating them, in order to avoid possible order effects and to control for the adaptation effect. They were requested to rate the faces in terms of structural aesthetics and not in terms of their preference for the model as a sexual partner or a companion. Then, they evaluated the attractiveness of each face on a 4-point scale: 0 (not at all attractive) to 3 (very attractive). All the participants finished the two blocks of trials within 30 min. All instructions were in Japanese.
Visualization of the distribution of attractiveness with local regression
The distributions of attractiveness in the facial space were analyzed. It was considered inappropriate to assume a priori model regarding the distribution of attractiveness. Therefore, we adopted LOESS, which is a robust leveling technique based on local polynomial regression (Cleveland, Grosse, & Shyu, 1992) , that can graphically show the relationship between facial shape space and attractiveness.
The relationship between PC score and smoothed ratings of both male and female attractiveness is shown in Fig. 3 (span, kernel function range was set as 0.5). If facial averageness of each sex was the only factor that determined attractiveness, the contour of the distribution would be circular and cone shaped, with a single peak in the center (0, 0); i.e. representing the average face in the population for each sex. However, Fig. 3 indicates that the distribution contours are not cone shaped, suggesting that the distribution of attractiveness of both male and female faces cannot be explained by averageness alone. It is clear from Fig. 3 that facial attractiveness of each sex shows an approximately line-symmetrical distribution, and each axis of the symmetry seems to pass the point of the average face, indicated by the center of each graph. In order to examine whether the axis is related to sexual dimorphism, the first and the second PC scores of average female faces in the male facial space and those of the average male faces in the female facial space were calculated and plotted in each graph (Fig. 3) . In both male and female facial space, the line that passes both the average male face and average female face approximately coincide with the axis of symmetry for the distribution of attractiveness. In the male facial space, the ratings of attractiveness increased in the direction from female average face toward male average face. Moreover, masculinized (supernormal) male faces were rated more attractive than feminized male faces (Fig. 3a) . For female faces, the attractiveness decreased in the direction from female average face toward male average face. Moreover, feminized female faces were rated more attractive than masculinized female faces (Fig. 3b) . Conversely, on the dimension that is orthogonal to the axis of symmetry for both female and male faces, the contour of attractiveness seems to follow a roughly inverted-U curve with the ridge of the inverted-U being on the line connecting average male and average female faces.
Changes of facial shape along each dimension are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, to identify the facial features linked to the male-female (sexual dimorphic) dimension and the dimension orthogonal to it. Moreover, deformation grids by Thin Plate Spline (TPS) method (Bookstein, 1991) most column. These grids show changes of shapes along the mean shape to +3SD. The comparisons of facial feature points plotted along the male-female dimension suggest that this dimension is related to the shape of the jaw, the forehead, the nose and eyes (Fig. 4) . It can be seen from the figure that the more masculine was the face, smaller was the forehead, wider was the jaw, larger was the nose and smaller were the eyes. Previous studies have shown that a larger jawbone, prominent cheekbones, thinner cheeks, larger noses, prominent brow ridges, and smaller foreheads, among others, differentiated male and female faces (Burton, Bruce, & Dench, 1993; Enlow, 1990 ; Valentin, Abdi, Edelman, & O'Toole, 1997). The result of this study corroborates these findings.
The changes along the dimension orthogonal to the male-female dimension in male facial shape space were related to the vertical position of facial elements in the outline of a face, the size of the eyebrow and length of the nose (Fig. 5a) . As for the female facial space, the orthogonal dimension was related to the width of the facial outline, thickness of lips and the shape of the eyebrow (Fig. 5b) .
In order to assess whether preferred faces were similar as a result of the rater's gender, correlation coefficients of the mean attractiveness rating were computed for male and female raters separately for the sex of each face. The preferences were highly correlated between the rater's gender for both male and female faces (male face: r = 0.87, p < .01; female face: r = 0.88, p < .01). (Fig. 3a) . (b) Lower leftward changes in the female face space/average/upper rightward changes (Fig. 3b) .
The contour maps of the ratings of attractiveness as a function of the rater's gender are shown in Fig. 6 . There was no clear difference between the distribution of the ratings of attractiveness as a function of the interaction between the rater's and the model's gender.
Discussion
This study provides evidence that facial differences falling along the sexual dimorphism dimensions exert a significant influence over the attractiveness distribution of faces. For both male and female faces, the faces that are further away from the average faces of the opposite sex (i.e., supernormal or extreme faces) were preferred and the faces that resemble the faces of the opposite sex had low attractiveness evaluations. Moreover, if one excludes the influence of sexual dimorphism, the results support prior findings that averageness is decisive in attractiveness evaluations. For the dimensions independent to sexual dimorphism, average faces are the most attractive. On the dimension of sexual dimorphism, attractiveness appears to be a function of the deviation from the average face.
Two hypotheses have been offered to explain the relationship between sexual dimorphism and attractiveness: the mate-quality hypothesis, based on the evolutionary perspective, and the general perceptual processes hypothesis, based on the cognitive standpoint. According to the mate-quality hypothesis, sexual dimorphic characteristics that are dependent on estrogen and testosterone, influence fertility and immuno-competence. Therefore, the extremes of secondary sexual characteristics advertise mate quality and are judged as attractive (e.g., Grammer & Thornhill, 1994; Thornhill & Gangestad, 1993) . This hypothesis predicts that the more masculine or feminine a face is, the more attractive it will be judged. On the other hand, the general perceptual processes hypothesis regards the preference for sexual dimorphic features as simply a by-product of cognitive mechanisms for distinguishing between men and women (Enquist et al., 2002) . Thus, it predicts that extreme stimuli (including those that do not exist in the natural world), such as supernor- mal gendered faces, are preferred. The results of this study are consistent with both hypotheses. Prior research has concurred with the predictions of the two hypotheses that feminized features increase the attractiveness of female faces. The findings of the present study support these predictions as well. However, a number of prior studies have reached different conclusions concerning the attractiveness of male faces. As discussed in the introduction, this may be due to the multiplicity of motivations when judging attractiveness (in particular, seeking good genes or a cooperative partner). The current study attempted to limit this variety by asking participants to evaluate the attractiveness of the shape of faces. Therefore, socially valued traits, such as perceived personality, were not influential, and more masculine faces were judged more attractive.
Attempts have also been made to explain why averageness is attractive both from an evolutionary viewpoint that considers averageness a signal of a high quality mate (Thornhill & Gangestad, 1993) , and a cognitive viewpoint that regards the preference for averageness to be the result of a general preference for familiar stimuli (Halberstadt & Rhodes, 2003) . Applying the same methods employed here to cross-cultural studies or objects of various categories can be an effective way to clarify why averageness is attractive.
Additionally, the results of this study also provide empirical evidence for Enquist et al.'s (2002) two-dimensional model on the independent influence of averageness and sexual dimorphism on the evaluations of attractiveness. Findings of this study also explains the seeming paradox that average faces are more attractive than most faces, while some faces are more attractive than average faces. The results of the study also suggests that the methodology of standardizing facial shapes with the generalized Procrustes method, carrying out multivariate analysis on the standardized facial shapes, and visualizing the distribution of the evaluations of the facial shape space with LOESS is a valid method for examining the relationship between facial shapes and their evaluation.
Many previous studies have suggested that facial attractiveness is also affected by variables other than averageness and sexual dimorphism. DeBruine, Jones, Unger, Little, and Feinberg (2007) have used visual adaptation paradigms and concluded that there is an attractiveness dimension along which facial attractiveness simply increases. Similarly, Valenzano et al. (2006) performed PCA on profile shapes and indicated that the 9th principal component, which did not correspond to the dimension of sexual dimorphism, was related to facial attractiveness. These studies suggest that there is an unknown morphological factor affecting facial attractiveness. Moreover, skin properties such as the texture and pigmentation are other important variables that also affect facial attractiveness (Benson & Perrett, 1992; Fink, Grammer, & Thornhill, 2001 ). It is suggested that future studies employing pixel based techniques, in addition to morphological approaches, should help to clarify why some faces are perceived as being more attractive than others.
